Optimum weighting functions are derived for least-mean-square reconstruction of N-dimensional stochastic fields from discrete sample measurements of amplitude and gradient. Exact interpolation can be achieved when the intensity spectrum of the field is wave-number-limited and the sampling lattice is periodic, provided that the spectral images induced by sampling overlap nowhere more than (N -+-1) times. Compared with conventional (amplitude-only) sampling, a network (N q-1) times less dense is thus required.
Spectral representation of impulse sampling; Q = hypervolume of basic sampling cell (Petersen and Middleton, 1962) Reconstruction weighting function, defined over X, applying to a sample measurement at x [k] ~[j~[k] = ~Slkl~J2k:" " ' ~J~kN N-dimensional Kronecker's delta Region over which the spectrum of a random field is nonvanishing II. INTRODUCTION In earlier papers, the authors have introduced the basic theory of multidimensional sampling, filtering, and reconstruction (Petersen and Middleton, 1962) and have discussed applications to meteorological data analysis (Petersen and Middleton, 1963) , truncated data fields (Petersen and Middleton, 1964) , and digital data processing (Petersen, 1963b) . The close relationship of sampling theory with the theory of continuous Markov processes has also been explored (Petersen, 1963a, Chap. 7) .
In the one-dimensional (time) situation, the classical Whittaker ( 1915)- Kotel'nikov ( 1933 )-Shannon (1949 sampling theorem has been extended by several authors (Fogel, 1955; Jagerman and Fogel, 1956; Linden and Abramson, 1960) to the case in which measurements are made of one or more derivatives of a random function at periodic sampling points. The significance of such a sampling technique is twofold: (1) the derivatives of Markov processes of order two or greater are important "carriers" of information relative to reconstruction of the continuous variable; (2) in most physical apparatus, and especially in systems for measurement of spatially distributed fields, the placement of instruments and their communication links is a much more critical economic factor than the number of measurements to be made at each point. The first derivative, or gradient, is often particularly convenient to measure. For example, in the mapping of the atmospheric pressure field by means of meteorological soundings, the wind velocity is easily and naturally observed as a byproduct of the radiosonde-to-ground communication link, and is a fairly accurate measure of the (vector), pressure gradient. In topographic surveys (e.g., for cut-and-fill calculations), slope vectors are readily obtainable along with datum elevations. In electric fields, the current vectors define the gradients of potential.
In the present paper we explore the problem of optimum (least-meansquare) reconstruction of homogeneous ("stationary") random fields defined on an N-dimensional Euclidean space (in most applications, N _-< 4). We assume that sample values of the field and its gradient are available on a denumerable set of points. In the general formulation of the problem, the data points may be finite in number and randomly loeated. However, useful insight and simplifieation are obtained from the wave-number (Fourier) transformations made possible when the data set is periodic and unbounded. We assume also that the secondmoment statistics of the field are known; thus, the results may be considered to apply primarily to "engineering" design rather than to "scientific" exploration.
Although the extension of the multidimensional sampling theory to systems involving measurement of second and higher derivatives should be possible in analogy with the one-dimensional treatment (Jagerman and Fogel, 1956) , the derivation of appropriate reconstruction funetions becomes rapidly more complex. In the authors' opinion, such systems are unlikely to assume practical importance.
III. GENERAL DEVELOPMENT
We postulate in the usual way (Petersen and Middleton, 1962) that an estimate of the value of the random field f(x) at every point x is to be constructed by a linear summation of its amplitudes and gradients measured on a denumerable set of points (not necessarily arranged on a periodic lattice) :
Here g(x,xLkl) and hi(x, xtk~) , l = 1, 2, -.. , N are functions applying respectively to the values of amplitude and each component of the gradient measured at the sampling point x~kl, for reconstruction of the random field at any point x. Depending on the relationship of the reconstruction point x to the set of sampling points {xck~} , Eq. (3.1) may express a problem in interpolation, extrapolation, or prediction. We would consider the problem one of interpolation if x lies within the general region containing the data points {XEkl}, and extrapolation if x lies outside the data region. Prediction refers speeifically to forward extrapolation in the time dimension. In the present development, these distinctions are unimportant.
Our criterion for optimum reconstruction is to minimize the (sta-tistieal) mean-square error at every point x:
Using the definition of the &utovariance function K(x) and formulas (A.5) and (A.7) from the Appendix, we obtain
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To obtain a stationary value of E(x) under variation of the unknown weighting coefficients, we equate to zero its partial derivatives with respect to each member of the denumerab]e sets {g(x, xM)} and {h/x, xEql)}, to yield
(3.4) -~vK(x~l -x~).h(x, x~,~) [k] and
That (3.4) and (3.5) indeed define a minimum of E(x) may easily be verified by taking second partial derivatives:
It is clear that, since the number of independent equations equals the number of unknown weighting values for reconstruction of the field at every point x, Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) represent, in general, a complete and solvable system. Substitution of (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.3) yields the following expression for the resulting minimum error:
An important property of the solution of Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) is that of "point orthogonality." When the reconstruction point x is itself one of the sampling points {x~k~}, the substitution of the free column into the numerator matrix according to Cramer's Rule yields either a matrix with two identical columns or a matrix identical to the denominator matrix. Thus, we may write immediately
Substituting (3.8) into (3.7), we verify that the error vanishes at sampling points. In the special but important case of unbounded periodic sampling, when the measurement points are defined by a lattice {vt~a} , whose basis is the set of vectors {vk}, k = 1, 2, ..-, N, the above expressions may be transformed into the wave-number domain. A change of variables in (3.4) and (3.5) yields
(3.9)
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and
, (3.10) [k] in which the arguments of the unknown reconstruction functions explicitly express the "stationarity" of the solution over the N-dimensional space. Next, we represent the sampling operation as a delta-modulation series and convert the latter into its spectral form:
~-h(x -y). VVK(y)]e -~y'~I~I dy.
Finally, we make use of the properties of multidimensional Fourier transformation and the special relations (A.13) and (A.15) developed in the Appendix to obtain
In a similar manner, Eq. (3.7) may be expressed as
× [G(o) -i(utk~ -o).H(o)]~ do.
Equations (3.13) and (3.14) comprise, for every independent argument ~, a set of (N + 1) equations for the determination of G(o)), Ht(o)), H2(~)), -." , HN(~). This represents, of course, a considerable simplification over (3.4) and (3.5) which, in this ease, consist of an infinite number of equations and variables. Nevertheless, since the coefficients of (3.13) and (3.14) consist themselves of infinite (N-fold) summations, one would expect closed-form solutions to be obtainable only under special conditions. In practical problems, one would truncate the data set to some reasonable finite number of points (necessary in any ease to make numerical processing feasible) and solve the basic equations (3.4) and (3.5). However, considerable insight can be gained from a closer examination of (3.15).
Let us determine by inspection a sufficient condition for the error (3.15) to vanish at every point x. Since ~(¢0), the spectral intensity density, must be nonnegative, the integrand itself must then vanish at every wave number ~. Also, since ~(~) must be even, for UEk~ = O we have for every um ¢ O such that ~(uE~4 --~) ¢ 0. Now in an N-dimensional space, the dot product is N-fold ambiguous; that is, a vector tt(~) can be found which satisfies (3.18) for N different vectors UEk~ (Fig. 1) . Thus, considering (3.16) as the definition of G(o) for UEk~ = O, we see that an (N + 1)-fold spectral overlap can be resolved by judicious choice of reconstruction weighting functions. We conclude, then, that exact reconstruction of a wave-number-limited process can be achieved, provided that the sampling lattice is dense enough and properly arranged to ensure a spectral overlap nowhere exceeding (N + 1). This is in accordance with our intuitive notion that (N + 1) "pieces of information" (the amplitude of the field and the N components of its gradient) are available at each sampling point. Figure 2 illustrates the above discussion in a two-dimensional space. The random process is here postulated to vanish everywhere outside the region (~, the bold-outlined parallelogram. If this spectrum is then reiterated on the vector basis (Ux, u2) as shown, every point of (R will be covered three times. In particular, the upper right subccll is covered by the region (R itself and by its repetitions displaced by u~ and u2 ; the upper central subcell is covered by (~ and its repetitions displaced by u2 and (u2 -ul); etc. In the upper right subcell, iI-I(o) is a constant vector as shown in Fig. 1 It is evident that, if sampling of a wave-number-limited process is sufSciently dense so that repetitive spectra do not overlap, we may
A wave-number-limited process with spectral overlap take G(o) = Q and H(o) = O within the original spectral region ~; in such case, the gradient measurements are superfluous. Conversely, the availability of gradient measurements at each sampling point may, in favorable situations (e.g., as illustrated in Fig. 2 ), make possible an (N + 1)-fold increase in the size of the sampling cell, in terms of N-dimensional units of volume, When, for any reason, the spectral overlap over some portions of is less than (N + 1)-fold, the selection of transfer functions G(~) and H(~) in those spectral regions is to some extent arbitrary. Under these conditions, the weighting functions g(x) and h(x) are not uniquely determined by the process spectrum and the sampling plan.
IV. EXAMPLES BANDLIMITED ONE-DIMENSIONAL PROCESS
Consider a process with arbitrary spectrum ~(~), bandlimited to the interval (--~o, ~o). From the previous discussion, the repetitive spectra induced by periodic sampling of the random function and its time derivative may be overlapped twice (Fig. 3) . Thus, the minimum sampling rate is half the "Nyquist" rate; ul = ~, vl = 2~/~ = Q, 
NARRoW-BANDLIMITED 0NE-DIMENSIONAL PROCESS
A process limited to the bands ~:[n~c, (n + 1)~c], and sampled at half the "Nyquist" rate, will also overlap exactly twice in the frequency domain. Again, as above, ul = wc, vl = 2v/ec ; however, in this case the overlap is generated by the (2n ÷ 1)th harmonic of the sampling frequency. Thus we have
(n -}-1)o~ < a < --no~c O, elsewhere Thus, no measurement should be made of the derivative of this firstorder Markov process, and only the two adjacent samples should be used for interpolation. Equation (4.8) is plotted in Fig. 7 for ~cT = ~r ("Nyquist" sampling); the resultant error, found by substituting (4.8) in (3.7), is shown in Fig. 8 . 8. Normalized mean-square error for exponential process Equations (3.4) and (3.5) now yield simply l This corresponds to formulas previously obtained (Petersen, 1963a, p. 113) for "Wiener" extrapolation of a continuous second-order process. Figure 9 shows the weighting functions (4.10) and Fig. 10 the resulting mean-square error as a function of time.
EXTRAPOLATION OF SECOND-ORDER "BUTTERWORTH" PROCESS

g(r) = g(r)/K(O) = e -~°'</~ [sin (~ I r ]/%/2) + cos (~c r/%/2)] 'h(r) dK(r) /d2K(O)
%
EXTRAPOLATION OF SECOND-ORDER "BuTTERWORTIt D PROCESS FROM
Two DATA POINTS, 9"1 ----0, 9-2 = :T = 7~/0~c
Because of the absolute-value signs appearing in K(9-), it is now necessary to solve Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) separately in three ranges of the independent argument r. For -oo < 9-< 0, we have Thus, outside the data field (0, T), only the nearest sampling point is used for reconstruction, and the weighting is identical to that of Eq. (4.10) for corresponding negative and positive displacements. This is, of course, a consequence of the "Markovian" nature of a second-order process in terms of its two components, the zeroth and first derivatives. • ~--~.
FIo. 12. Optimum weighting on derivative of second-order process from one of two data points. The "orthogonality" property (3.8) of these functions should be particularly observed.
Substitution of the above results into Eq. (3.7) yields an expression for the minimum mean-square error (relative to the normalized process intensity) as a function of time, which is plotted in Fig. 13 . We note, as expected, that £(0) = E(T) = 0.
To evaluate the "worth" of the derivative information in this example, let us now re-solve the problem under the assumption that only the amplitude of the random variable is sampled at the two given points. We have in this case to find the solution of (3.4) with h(r, O) --h(r, T) = 0: (Fig. 14) . The resulting relative mean-square error is again readily calculated and is shown in Fig. 15 . A comparison of Figs. 13 and 15 affords a rough mean-square measure of the "information content" of the derivative of the random process when two sampling points are used. For arguments r near the sampling points, the derivative informarion approximately halves the mean-square reconstruction error.
g(r, T) = K(r --T)K(O) -K(T)K(r)
ISOTROPIC WAvE-NuMBER-LIMITED Two-DIMENSIONAL PROCESS As a final example, let us calculate the weighting functions required for exact interpolation of a two-dimensional process whose spectrum vanishes everywhere outside a circle of radius 2~B in the wave-number plane. It will be recalled (Petersen and Middleton, 1962) that, in the absence of gradient measurements, efficient sampling of such a process requires a 60 ° rhombic ("equilateral triangular") lattice of typical spacing 1/B%/3; and a "canonical" weighting function g(xl, x2) As discussed in Section III, the availability of derivative information allows the resolution of a 3:1 spectral overlap of the sampled function in the wave-number domain. Retaining the circumscribed hexagon as our basic cell, we may therefore choose ul = (4~B/'~¢/3, 0) and us = (2~rB/~¢/3, 2~B) as the basis of the wave-number lattice (Fig. 19) , with corresponding sampling lattice vectors vl = (%/3/2B, --1/2B) and v2 = (0, 1/B), (Fig. 20) . Thus, as expected, a sampling lattice onethird as dense is now permissible.
The hexagonal cell enclosing the original process spectrum now divides into six subcells, in each of which the spectral overlap is effeeted by a different pair of vectors of the wave-number lattice. It is necessary to apply (3.16) and (3.18) separately in each such subcell in order to define completely the transfer functions G((o), H~(¢o), and H2(¢o). Table I lists the values of the weighting function spectra in each cell, nmnbered to correspond with Fig. 19 . G(~o) and H((~) of course, vanish outside the primary hexagon.
Calculation of the sampling-domain weighting functions for this problem, by means of two-dimensional Fourier integration, is straightforward but somewhat tedious. The following results have been obtained: 
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The functions (4.17) are sketched in Figs. 21, 22 , and 23. The "orthogonality" property (3.8) should be particularly noted, and the functions should be compared with the weighting applying to simple sampling as shown in Fig. 18 .
To recapitulate, the functions (4.17) represent the two-dimensional weighting to be applied to samples of any (arbitrary) process whose spectrum vanishes outside the basic hexagonal cell of Fig. 19 . The sampling lattice (Fig. 20) is unbounded; at each lattice point the amplitude and gradient of the random field are measured. By weighting the amplitude, the xl-and the x2-components of the gradient respectively with the functions (4.17), exact interpolation of the field between sampling points may be achieved.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A sampling theory has been developed, applicable to measurement schemes in which a random N-dimensional field is to be reconstructed from samples of its amplitude and gradient. Knowledge of the secondmoment statistics (autovariance function or spectrum) is required for determination of the optimum (least-mean-square) interpolation or extrapolation functions. Exact reconstruction is possible if the spectrum is nonzero only within a finite region of wave-number space; moreover, the derivative information, in favorable situations, allows resolution of an (N + 1)-fold spectral overlap and thus the use of sampling networks (N -t-1) times less dense than those required for simple sampling schemes. Thus, each component of the measured gradient vector may be thought of as conveying additional "information" toward reconstruction of the continuous field equal to that contained in the field-amplitude measurement itself.
Closed-form solutions of the general problem (involving a nonvanishing spectrum and an unbounded sampling lattice) have not been obtained; however, the practical (truncated) problem is readily solvable. Mean-square existence of the gradient or, equivalently, existence and continuity of all first and second partial derivatives of the autovarianee function, is of course required.
In the ease of (one-dimensional) bandlimited (i.e., entire) functions, Jagerman and Fogel (1956) have shown the equivalence of the "eardinM" reconstruction series and an infinite-order Lagrangian interpolation formula, and the extension of both to sampling of first and higher de-rivatives. Linden and Abramson (1960) have shown the connection between Rth derivative sampling and truneated Taylor series expansions of analytic functions. Nevertheless, for nonbandlimited stationary random processes, and for measurements on a finite data set whether the process is bandlimited or not, there is a vast difference between polynomial interpolation or truncated-Taylor extrapolation and the technique of optimum estimation discussed here. The authors believe that increased attention should be given to problems of interpolation and extrapolation of real-time sampled data in the numerical analysis of multidimensional (space/time) fields. 
